Introduction & motivation (quantum walks; percolation lattices)

Quantum walks on line with gaps (and simple tunnelling model)
2D percolation lattice (fractional scaling)
Summary and outlook (what's next)
Decoherence model for quantum walks
Markovian noise, rate of decoherence: p per unit time -independent of any previous decoherence events.
Discrete time quantum walk (S = shift, C = coin toss):
Continuous time quantum walk (hopping rate γ per unit time): ...or lattices:
(000)
...or grids: quantum walks on percolation lattices
Motivation:
Role of symmetry in quantum speed up?
• nice properties of quantum walks appear on structures with high symmetry...
• evidence that the symmetry is required: -properties disappear when symmetry breaks...
• look at less regular systems: choose percolation lattices
• well studied, simple, wide range of applications
• non-trivial phase transition with high upper critical dimension
• disordered but not so random there is no structure + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 9/19 July 24, 2010 quantum walks on percolation lattices Percolation lattices:
• Two types: bond (edge) and site (vertex)
• bond or site is present in lattice with probability p 
Percolation on a line
Gaps on a line prevent both classical and quantum walkers from proceeding. • size in key is number of time steps
• calculate 〈r〉 for single percolation lattice, then
• average over many (5000) random percolation lattices 
